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Official records of George Bush’s presidency and vice presidency are housed at the George Bush Presidential Library and administered by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) under the provisions of the Presidential Records Act (PRA).
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Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2012-2230-F are a selective, not necessarily all inclusive, body of documents from the Richard Haas Meeting Files.

FOIA 2012-2230-F contains correspondence, lists, papers, press releases, printed material and speeches collected and maintained by Richard Haass, Senior Director of Near East and South Asian Affairs for the National Security Council. These materials are related to meetings between President Bush and various foreign heads of state.
Internal White House correspondence routes other documents and organizes the administrative details of presidential meetings with foreign heads of state. Correspondence with heads of state includes memoranda of conversations with President Bush and social exchanges, such as thank you and birthday messages. Also included are meeting participant lists and guest lists for state dinners and other events in honor of visiting dignitaries; papers on foreign economic assistance, the UN Security Council, and the Gulf Crisis; press releases announcing the visits of foreign heads of state; printed material regarding visits to Washington by foreign heads of state; arrival and departure statements by President Bush for visiting dignitaries; and a speech by King Hussein of Jordan regarding the Gulf War.

It should be noted that a significant number of the documents listed here are security classified and have been closed under the restrictions of the Freedom of Information Act.

**System of Arrangement**

Records that are responsive to this FOIA request were found in the following collection areas—Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files. Staff and Office Files are processed at the folder level, that is, individual documents are not selected and removed from a folder for processing. While this method maintains folder integrity, it frequently results in the incidental processing of documents that are not wholly responsive to the subject area.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2012-2230-F.

**Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files**

National Security Council

Haass, Richard N., Files—Presidential Meeting Files

- Presidential Meeting with Middle East Experts – March 31, 1989 [OA/ID CF01404]
- Presidential Visit with [Saudi Foreign Minister] Prince Saud al-Faisal – June 14, 1989 [OA/ID CF01404]
- Presidential Visit with President ‘Ali ‘Abdallah Saljh of Yemen – September 13, 1989 (Postponed) [OA/ID CF01405]
- Presidential Visit with King Fahd [of Saudi Arabia] – September 14, 1989 [OA/ID CF01405]
- Presidential Meeting with President Ben Ali [of Tunisia] – November 14, 1989 [OA/ID CF01404]
- Presidential Meeting with [Former President Jimmy] Carter – March 27, 1990 [OA/ID CF01404]
CF01404]
Presidential Visit with President Ben Ali of Tunisia – May 15, 1990 [OA/ID CF01404]
Presidential Meeting with Ambassador [Robert] Pelletreau [U.S. Ambassador to Tunisia] -
May 18, 1990 [OA/ID CF01405]
Presidential Visit with Foreign Minister Abdel Meguid of Egypt – June 26, 1990 [OA/ID
CF01404]
Presidential Meeting with Prince Bandar [bin Sultan] Saudi Ambassador [to the U.S.] –
July 6, 1990 [OA/ID CF01405]
Presidential Meeting with [Kuwaiti] Ambassador [Sheikh Saud Nasir] al-Sabah – August
6, 1990 [OA/ID CF01405]
Presidential Meeting with [Kuwaiti Foreign Minister] Sheikh Sabah al-Sabah – August 14,
1990 [OA/ID CF01405]
[OA/ID CF01405]
Presidential Meeting with the Amir of Kuwait – September 28, 1990 [OA/ID CF01405]
Presidential Meeting with [Saudi Foreign Minister] Prince Bin Faisal – October 9, 1990
[OA/ID CF01405]
Presidential Visit with President Zayyid [of the United Arab Emirates] – November 8,
1990 [OA/ID CF01405]
Presidential Visit with President [Hafez al] Assad of Syria – November 23, 1990 [OA/ID
CF01405]

Haass, Richard N., Files—Meeting Files
NSC/DC [Deputies Committee] Meeting – April 7, 1989 re: South Asia [OA/ID CF01618]
Special Access Meeting [OA/ID CF01625]
Iran Experts Meeting with President – August 11, 1989 [OA/ID CF01625]
NSC/DC [Deputies Committee] Meeting – November 6, 1989 re: Lebanon [OA/ID
CF01625]
NSC/DC [Deputies Committee] Meeting – December 6, 1989 re: Lebanon [OA/ID
CF01625]
NSC/DC [Deputies Committee] Teleconference – December 9, 1989 re: Lebanon [OA/ID
CF01625]
NSC/DC [Deputies Committee] Meeting – April 19, 1990 re: Hostage Situation [OA/ID
CF01618]
NSC/DC [Deputies Committee] Meeting – May 7, 1990 [OA/ID CF01625]
DC [Deputies Committee] Teleconference – September 25, 1990 re: Iran [OA/ID
CF01625]
DC [Deputies Committee] Teleconference – September 25, 1990 re: Iran [OA/ID
CF01625]
[OA/ID CF01618]
NSC Deputies Meeting – January 30, 1992 re: Iran [OA/ID CF01618]
1992 [OA/ID CF01447]
NSC/DC [Deputies Committee] Meeting – February 3, 1992 re: Israel Relay Station
[OA/ID CF01618]
President’s Meeting with Rabbi Shapiro – March 9, 1992 [OA/ID CF01447]
President’s Meeting with Max Fisher – March 10, 1992 [OA/ID CF01447]
Small Group [Meeting] on Iran – March 19, 1992 [OA/ID CF01618]
President’s Meeting with Prime Minister Zia of Bangladesh – March 19, 1992 [OA/ID
CF01447]
Presidential Visit with Mayor Teddy Kolleck of Jerusalem – May 27, 1992 [OA/ID
CF01447]
President's Meeting with MEP [Middle East Peace] Delegations – December 17, 1992 [OA/ID CF01726]
President's Meeting with the Palestinian Delegation – December 18, 1992 [OA/ID CF01726]
Presidential Correspondence – 1989 [OA/ID CF01447]
Presidential Telephone Calls – 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF01447]
Presidential Telephone Calls – 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF01447]
Presidential Telephone Calls – 1991 [OA/ID CF01447]
Incoming Presidential Correspondence – 1991 [OA/ID CF01447]
Outgoing Presidential Correspondence – 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01447]
Outgoing Presidential Correspondence – 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF01447]
Outgoing Presidential Correspondence – 1991 [3] [OA/ID CF01447]
Outgoing Presidential Correspondence – 1991 [4] [OA/ID CF01447]
1991 – Speech File (President and General) [OA/ID CF01447]
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